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1.1. Definitions and Notations. Let~ a,, be the given infinite 
series with the sequence of its partial sums {sn}, (s,,=a0 +a1+ ... +an, 

°' tX ·" ... a0 =0). Let S ands , respectively, be the Cesaro sum and Cesaro 
n n 

transform of order a: (a:i:>-1) of~ a,,, defined by : 

IX n IX . a: °'/ a: « (n+IX) S = 'I: A a, s =Sn A , A = (see [1]). (1.1)) 
n ., .. 0 n-v v n n n ix 

For p>O, let us write 

(
sin x)P , fp(X)= -X (x*O),fp(0)=1. (1.1.2) 

The series ~an is said to be summable by Riemann-Ces~ro 
method of order p (p= 1, 2, 3, ... ) and index ix (-1 <;;ix <p-1) or 
briefly summable (R, p, ix) to sum s, if the series in 

(1.1.3) 

where 

i r(!+l) J: U°'-P(sinu)Pdu, -l<ix<p-1; 

Cp,o.=~ /2 0 1 
I 1' ' IX= 'P= ' 
l I, IX=-1, 

converges in some interval O<t<to and limt~o FP (ix, t)=s (see [2]). 

Under this definition (R,p, -1) and (R, p, 0) summability methods 
are the same as (R, p) and (Rp) summability methods. 
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A method of summation or a transform associated with it, is said 
to be regular if it assigns to every convergent series its actual value. 
If it furthermore assigns the value + oo to every series which diverges 
to + oo, it is said to be totally regular. 

It is known that the method (R, p, a), -1 <;a<:p-1, is regular 
for p';;J:2 (see [2]). · 

1.2. Con(erning the total regularity of the methods (R, p), (R:v) 
and (R, p, a), Hirokawa [3] proved the following results. 

Theorem 1. The method (R, p), p=2, 3, ... , is not totally regular. 

Theorem 2. The method (R2:v), p=l, 2, ,,;,is totally regular. 

Theorem 3. The method (R2:v+1), p=l, 2, ... , is not totally 
egular. 

Theorem 4. The method (~, 2p, a1), O~r.c<;2p, p=l, 2, ... , is 
totally regular. 

In this note we prove the following theorem which generalizes 
Theorem 3 in the same manner as Theorem 4 does Theorem 2. 

Theorem .5. The method (R, 2p+1, a), O<:a.< 2p,p=1, 2, ... , 
is not totally regular . 

. 1.3. We need the following lemmas for the proof of our theorem. 

Lemma 1.* ([5], Theorem I). Jn ~rder that a real sequence to 
sequence .trans! ormation : 

" tn= ~ Cn,m Sm (1.3.1) 
"''"0 

sh1Juld be totally regular, it is necessary and sufficient that it should be 
regular and positive. 

Lemma 2. ([4], Theorem 6). It is necessary, for a real regular 
trans! ormation 

00 

'Y(t)= ~ ak(t) Sk (1.3.2) 
k-1 

to be totally regular that 

(1.3.3) 

Remark. In (3.2) and (3.3) tis a variable ranging over some point 
set. D (t) is a positive real function, and the functions a,, (t) are 
real, but not necessarily continuous. 

* See also Hardy ([1], Theorem 10, page 53). The transform (3.1) is said 
to be positive if C.,., 11 >0 for all m, n or at any rate for n';;J:no. 
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Le·mm.a 3. ([6], Lemma 2 ; see also [2]). If p is a positive integer 
and p>oc+l>O, then 

. C"; CJ.: 
limt-+o t 00+1 1:: A 

n=I n (
sin nt )P 1 Joo 00 ~21 ·( • )P du 

r ( I) 
U Sill. U 

nt CJ.:+ o 

=Cp, o1.. (1.3.4) 

1.4. Proof of Theorem 5. Since it is known that, for CJ.: >O, the 

Ces~ro-transform sCJ.: is positive and regular, by Lemma 1, it is also 
n 

totally regular, that is, 

for s finite or infinite. 

Now, by definition (R, 2p+ 1, IX) transform is given by 

This transforms the sequence {s~} into a function F2P+l (IX, t) and 

is also real and regular. 
In order to, prove the theorem let us suppose, on the contrary, that 

the transform F2P+l (CJ.:, t) is totally regular. Then, by Lemma 2, it 
is necessary that 

• oo IX . 
hmt-+o 1:: A [If 2ii+l (nt) I-f2p +1(nt)]=0, 

n-1 n 

but, we observe that, by Lemma 3, for 0~CJ.:<2p, 

• 
00 CJ.: [I sin nt J2P+I (sin nt )]211+1 

hmt..-+O ~ A --1 - ---
n=I n nt nt 

>0, 

which leads to a contradiction. Hence the (R, 2p+ 1, o:) transform 
is not totally regular. 

This terminates the proof of our theorem. 
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